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T here are many definitions of 野intelligence冶 and 野artificial intelligence(AI)冶.
野AI冶 means man-made intelligence. The characteristics of AI爷s 野intelligence冶

should be the same as the characteristics of individual 野intelligence冶, and AI爷s 野in-
telligence冶 is only a kind of implementation result made by another implementation
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This paper sums up the fundamental features of intelligence through the
common features stated by various definitions of 野intelligence冶: Intelligence is the
ability of achieving systematic goals (functions) of brain and nerve system through
selecting, and artificial intelligence or machine intelligence is an imitation of life
intelligence or a replication of features and functions. Based on the definition men-
tioned above, this paper discusses and summarizes the development routes of ideas
on computable intelligence, including Godel爷s 野universal recursive function冶, the
computation activities of 野selection冶, recursive function and Turing machine, math-
ematical expression of computable intelligence, core nature of computable intelli-
gence, and computability and strong artificial intelligence. At the end of this paper
is the conclusion drawn by the authors.

intelligence; strong artificial intelligence; Turing machine; com-
putability; recursive function
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method. These are basic logic and common sense. Moreover, there is also a related
definition called 野universal intelligence冶, which attempts to define the common
features of intelligence between 野intelligence冶 and 野AI冶. Therefore, under the cir-
cumstances of having a common view on the definitions of 野intelligence冶, there is
no question of acquiring a common view on the understanding of the concepts of
野AI冶 and 野universal intelligence冶.

野Intelligence冶 can not be defined and explained randomly. When people talk
about 野intelligence冶, what they are talking about is with some degree of certainty.
The features of that certainty and the common features described by various defini-
tions of 野intelligence冶 are able to be abstracted. Therefore, it is necessary to aban-
don the practice that to understand 野intelligence冶 absolutely based on experience
due to ambiguous definitions or different understandings of 野intelligence冶, because
that practice only put the so called features of 野intelligence冶 together but failed to
make any further unification and abstraction of the definitions and understandings
of 野intelligence冶, or to demonstrate the common features from that features based
on logic.

Some commonsense documents or conclusive philosophical documents
summed up the definitions of 野intelligence冶, and we tried to abstract the common
features defined commonly by various definitions of 野intelligence冶 from the syn-
thesis of those concepts.

Gregory (R. Gregory, 1994) summed up the core feature of 野intelligence冶 as
natural selection, which is the original understanding of the concept of 野intelli-
gence冶 1. At the very beginning, the concept was to describe human beings (animals
will have some lower-level features of intelligence) in order to distinguish the es-
sential features of human beings from other animals要that is why we call human
beings as homo sapiens. The common view in the field of biology is that intelli-
gence, as the product of evolution, is the manifestation of natural selection. In Eng-
lish, natural selection can not only be understood as the selection of species爷 adapt-
ability in natural world but also can be understood as making selection naturally,
which is also the actions of selection of human beings (or organisms) in natural en-
vironment. Therefore, intelligence, in essence, is natural selection. That conclusion
is made by the understanding of 野intelligence冶 in the field of life science. Sterrett
(S. Sterrett, 2002) supports the viewpoint that 野intelligence is selection冶2.

Now people is considering to broaden the use of 野intelligence冶 to non-living
field. Whether the robots have intelligence or not? If they do have intelligence or
suspected features of intelligence, whether there is any differences between robots爷
intelligence and human beings爷 intelligence? And what are the differences? Sterrett
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emphasize 

action) 

A machine that can think like human 

beings 

A system that can think 

rationally 

A new exciting endeavor---to make 

computers think… The full literal 

meaning: a brainy machine. 

(Haugeland, 1985) 

[To make it automated] activities 

related to humans’ thoughts, such as 

decision-making, problem solving and 

learning. (Belman, 1978)  

Using calculation models to 

study metal activities. 

(Chaniak & McDemott, 1985) 

The study that can make 

having consciousness, 

conducting inference and 

taking action possible. 

(Winston, 1992) 
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(emphasize 

action) 

A system that can act like human 

beings. 

A system that can act 

rationally 

A kind of skill: to create machines that 

can carry out instructions which can 

only be completed by human beings 

when they are using their intelligence. 

(Kuzwell, 1990) 

To study how to make computers to do 

things that currently human beings can 

do better than computers. (Rich & 

Knight, 1991) 

Computational intelligence 

studies how to design 

intelligent agents. (Poole, etc., 

1998) 

What AI cares about is the 

intelligent actions of artifacts. 

(Nilsson, 1998) 

 

summed up the discussion of those issues3. This paper defined the intelligence of
robots as the behavior that improper response, under unfamiliar circumstances, will
be replaced by more proper response. In that definition, the behavior means an ac-
tion that can make improvement, realize optimization and evolve itself according to
specific environment.

In the field of AI, there are many definitions of intelligence. Sterrett and Norvig
(S. Sterrett and P. Norvig, 1995) summarized those definitions4.

To find out the common features between organisms爷 野intelligence冶 and ma-
chines爷 野intelligence冶, the concept of 野universal intelligence冶, which can be used
in both living world and non-living world, was put forward6. It defines intelligence
as 野intelligence measures an agent爷s ability to achieve goals in a wide range of en-
vironments冶.

We can find that most of definitions of Form 1 are very empirical and they lack
abstractions of features, while Sterrett (S. Sterrett, 2002), Legg and Mutter (S. Legg
and M. Hutter, 2007) abstracted common features between machine intelligence

The Development of Ideas on Computable Intelligence
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and universal intelligence7. However, both Form 1 and Srerrett have not fully ac-
cepted or put forward Gregory爷s definition that 野intelligence is to select冶8. In defi-
nitions of different items, Legg and Hutter pointed out that agent was to put current
input into memory for consideration to make next selection9. Therefore, Legg and
Hutter accepted Gregory爷s viewpoint by and large.

Therefore, we can accept the viewpoints of Gregory, Legg and Hutter, and ab-
stract the definitions of AI in Form 1 as well as machine intelligence actions put
forward by Gregory so that we can have a concise (universal) definition of 野intelli-
gence冶 that can be used both in the fields of human beings and machines--- 野intelli-
gence is to select冶(the base of the ability of selecting, of course, is a kind of 野inten-
tionality冶 that having goals, which is the ability of achieving goals mentioned by
Russell and Norving). That is essential abstraction and concise expression of com-
mon features of the definitions of 野intelligence冶 (of both living objects and non-liv-
ing objects).

In consideration of the common features of both human beings and machines, it is
the dream of human beings to make machines intelligent, and Turing machine is the
mechanical implementation of that dream. There were some intelligent machines in
history. For example, by finishing calculating, an abacus will have intelligence to
some extent, so do mechanical computers (like the ones invented by Charles Bab-
bage). However, those are all living examples of the implementation of intelligence,
not the universal models of mechanical implementation of intelligence, which are
the models that can depict all the theories (expressions) of mechanical implementa-
tion of intelligence.

In the papers of Intelligent Machinery10 and Computing Machinery and Intelli-
gence11, A. M. Turing put forward an ideal that machines could have the intelli-
gence owned by human beings. Although Turing admitted that Turing machine, as
a model to implement intelligence, designed by himself has some unsolvable prob-
lems(like paradoxes, Hilbert爷s tenth problem, etc.), those problems are also unsolv-
able for humans from the viewpoint of this paper(if people can solve those Turing爷
s unsolvable problems by means of paradox solving, such as axiomatic set theory,
computers, of course, can also solve those problems by those means). Therefore,
Turing machine has provided mechanical methods of intelligence implementation
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Why the operation of Turing machine is intelligent? Because its core mecha-
nism fits the definition of intelligence要要要selecting. The machine behavior of the
read-write head of Turing machine is completely determined by δ (transfer func-
tion), while δ (transfer function) is absolutely a selection. As shown in Form 2
(which takes Y = f (x) = 2x as an example), all input for the data type is B(blank
space), 0 (character) and 1 (character). That means the environmental agent will
make a selection under every circumstances, the result of every selection(which in-

for dealing with discrete variable at least.
A Turing machine(M) is a 6-tuple:12

M = ＜ Q,∑ ,Г ,δ ,q0 ,F ＞

In which:
Q: finite state set, like q1~q7 in Form 2.
∑ : inputted alphabet, like 1, 0 in Form 2 (exclude the symbol B that indicates

blank space).
Г : alphabet carried by the data, like B, 1, 0 in Form 2 (include the symbol B

that indicates blank space), ∑ (Г .
δ : transfer function, like the function of the instruction set of ( Q - F )× Г

(Q× Г × { L, R, S } in Form 2; L, R, S respectively indicates left, right and stop.
q0: original state, like q1, q0(Q in Form 2.
F: stopped state, F( Q, Accept( F, Reject( F;(Q - F) indicates various states that

won爷t appear in F before ( so that F should be deleted.
Accept: accepted state, one of the final states (as for the final character of the

inputted character string), which indicates the Turing machine accept the character
string.

Reject: rejected state, one of the final states (as for the final character of the in-
putted character string), which indicates the Turing machine reject the character
string.

Accept ≠ Reject

The Development of Ideas on Computable Intelligence
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Current state The writing, movement 

and state transition when B 

is being scanning. 

The writing, movement 

and state transition when 0 

is being scanning. 

The writing, movement 

and state transition when 1 

is being scanning. 

q1 1, L, q7 0, R, q1 1, R, q2 

q2 B, R, q3 0, R, q2 1, R, q2 

q3 0, L, q4 0, R, q3 - 

q4 B, L, q5 0, L, q4 - 

q5 - 1, L, q5 0, L, q6 

q6 B, R, q1 0, L, q6 1, L, q6 

q7 Accept B, L, q7 - 

 

dicates character, left-right direction and the next state) will be shown in the Form,
like (1袁 L袁 q7)袁 and the selected terminal state is the computed result of the func-
tion (the written result will be arranged as character strings that dropped vertically).
Therefore, the transfer function of Turing machine abstracts the selection of envi-
ronment. The computed result of Turing machine爷s transfer function fits the func-
tion爷s computing expectation, which is equal to the realization of the goal (which
amounts to humans爷 intentionality ) mentioned by Gregory, Sterrett, Legg and Hut-
ter.

Why Turing machine is the model of every intelligent processing unit (IPU) of
discrete variable and why we say Turing machine is the model of all mechanical in-
telligence? There are 3 reasons for those questions: 1. Turing machine爷s behav-
ior要move, stop, read(input) or write(output)要has highly general characteristics; it
imitates all the certain behavior(action) patterns of both organisms and machines; 2.
The essence of Turing machine is to reach the expected targets by selecting; and its
sample space of selection and targets is large enough to cover the information ab-
straction of organisms and other physical worlds; 3. Turing爷s model (Turing ma-
chine) has mechanical realizability要effectiveness. Therefore, Turing machine be-
comes the universal intelligent model for the operational mechanism of both organ-
isms and machines. Turing machine, so to speak, is the product of the ideological
trend of mathematical mechanization, and then is the expression of the reductive
property of intelligence.
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As a mechanical computing device, what is the mathematical model of Turing ma-
chine爷s transfer function. In essence, that is the question of the mathematical ex-
pression of models of intelligence, which is the question of the expression of the
computability of intelligence.

The computability of Turing machine, in fact, is the mechanical depiction of
mathematics, which indicates whether it is possible to mechanically depict and find
mathematical solutions. On the other hand, the pure mathematical question of what
kind of mathematical function computed by mathematical computations that have
already been implemented is more abstracted than the depiction of mechanical de-
vices.

Before the birth of Turing machine, the discussion about solving problems by
using mathematical functions had been conducting in the fields of philosophy and
mathematics, and it began to intervene in the cross field between mechanical com-
puting and mechanical depicting from the field of pure mathematics. That is the
discussion about algorithms. The discussion of the essence and implementation of
algorithms is an essentially discussion of mathematical mechanization. The essen-
tial meaning of 野algorithms冶 is effectiveness, and effectiveness is mechanical,
which means it can be achieved through simple(intuitive and operational) steps.

In 1900, David Hilbert put forth a most influential list of 23 unsolved prob-
lems at the International Congress of Mathematicians in Paris and predicted that
those problems would be solved by the end of the 20th century. Hilbert爷s 10th
problems is 野 to find an algorithm to determine whether a given polynomial Dio-
phantine equation with integer coefficients has an integer solution冶, which means
whether there is an algorithm that can find an integer solution13P66 of the equation:
a1x1b1 + a2 x2b2 + 噎噎 + an xnbn = c (1). That problem is the algorithmic prob-
lem that can decide whether there is an solution of the equation, and in order to
solve that problem, Turing designed Turing machine.

However, what is the mathematical expression for the ubiquitous algorithms?
Is there a function that can express all Turing爷s computability? In fact, recursive
function is exactly equivalent to Turing爷s computability.

Hilbert firstly used the concept of 野recurrence冶 in 190414P51-102. In 1923,
Skolem brought forward the idea of recursive function15, and he proved the relations
(regardless of infinite computation), such as addition, subtraction, multiplication
and division, all belong to recursive function. Since 1931, when Godel extended the
definition of recursive function16 17, 野universal recursive function冶(short for 野recur-

The Development of Ideas on Computable Intelligence
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Form. 3 The Classification of Recursive Function22 23

Recursive function(universal recursive function, general recursive function, GRF, partial recursive 

function) 

μ - recursive function  

Ackermann 

function 

 

 

Other 

recursive 

functions 

Primitive recursive function Minimum 

function 

(μ - operator 

function) 

Constant 

function 

Successor 

function 

Projection 

function 

 

sive function冶) have combined constant function, successor function and projection
function (those three functions are called primitive recursive function), as well as
functions produced by the compound or recursion of those three functions, together
with minimum function into the range of 野universal recursive function冶. According
to Godel爷s definition of 野universal recursive function冶, the later discovered Acker-
mann function, whose recursive speed is more faster, also belongs to universal re-
cursive function. Those functions mentioned above should be all the numerable dis-
crete variable functions known so far18.

Alonzo Church had studied functions since 1930s. In April, 1934, Church used
野recursive冶 instead of 野definable冶 in the proposition of his thesis and submitted it
to the American Mathematical Society in order to demonstrate that Church爷s The-
sis is an effectively computable function, which is equal to recursive function19. In
his proposition, Church interpreted 野recursive function冶 as the 野universal recursive
function冶20 defined by Godel. Stephen C. Kleene explained Turing爷s thesis (the
Church-Turing thesis) as 野every number-theoretic function ( a1, a2, ... , an) for
which there is an algorithm要which is intuitively computable (one sometimes says
耶effectively calculable爷) 要 is Turing Computerable; that is, there is a Turing ma-
chine which computes it ...冶.21

According to the concept of universal recursive function defined by Godel, re-
cursive function (universal recursive function) should include these recursive func-
tions and logical relations as listed bellow(in Form. 3):

Therefore, Turing machine, in fact, becomes the implementation model of re-
cursive function. Because the selection mechanism of Turing machine is the intelli-
gent depiction of essential features, Turning Machine and its recursive function of
mathematical model become the expression of computable intelligence.

What is the core nature of computable intelligence? Based on the understanding
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mentioned above, if intelligence can be restored as Turing computing, the essence
of the question is: what is the core nature of Turing computing? Moreover, the
question is equal to figure out the core nature of recursive function.

The recursive function formed by the recursion of the primitive recursive func-
tion f can be found in simultaneity equations (2) (3) 24:

f (xn , 0) =g (xn) (2)

↓
f (xn , y+1) = h (xn , y, f(xn,y) ) (3)

↑
↑

The features of the equations爷 solving process are listed below:
The computing of the recursive function can be solved by the known

functions and ;
The variable of is also computed by the unknown numbers要put the

computed result of (2) into the third variable of (as is shown in the circuitous
arrow);

In the first step of the computing of the unknown number , is equal to 0, as
shown in equation (2); besides, as shown in the two turn-round arrows of (3),
could increase progressively and the computing of function after every progressive
increasing could be conducted through 野substituting back step by step冶.

Thus it can be seen that the core nature of recursive computing is that:
recursion is a resolving computation in space and a divisional computation in time.

The resolving computation is reflected in that is solved through g and h, and
the variable of h is solved through ; the divisional computation is reflected in that
the function of y is increasing progressively and each progressive increasing result
will be used in solving the last computing result. That is the implementation of the
universal mathematical expression of Turing machine爷s transfer function.

It is because of the resolving computation in space and the divisional
computation in time that recursive computing can conduct the computations on all
kinds of discrete variable functions. That means for complicated functions that
contains unknown functions or unknown quantities, recursive computing can
resolve them into the computations of known functions; for unknown numbers,
recursive computing can conduct the computations through gradually approaching
the result started with the initial value. It is a computing idea that making
complicated computations into simple ones, and just because of that idea, recursive

The Development of Ideas on Computable Intelligence
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computing can conduct computations on various functions as long as they can be
resolved and divided in the process of computing.

The discussion and evaluation mentioned above demonstrates that the history of
ideas on computable intelligence can be expressed by the formulas as below:

Intelligence = Organism intelligence = Machine intelligence = Universal
intelligence = Turing machine = The implementation of recursive function = The
implementation of universal recursive function

Obviously, that is a historical prospect of the theory of computationalism and
strong artificial intelligence. The refutation of the theory mainly comes from the
two aspects listed as below.

One of the representatives is John Searle. He said, 野what kind of fact fits your
statement 耶I am painful now?爷 ... If we want to conduct the reduction in the
ontology, the essential features of pain will be omitted.冶 25 Searle proved that AI
had non-reductibility by virtue of that viewpoint. But he failed to explain what is
omitted between computation(or AI) and 野pain冶. As a matter of fact, some people
do view the features of consciousness as intelligence or human beings爷 advanced
intelligence. However, Ludwig Wittgenstein refuted that claim.26 On the question
that 野whether stones will feel painful or not冶, he had made some implicit answers,
which meant that machines could have those kinds of feelings. In modern practices,
people use physical circuits to imitate the physical state of sympathetic nerves.27

This paper suggests that if the pain do not exceed the range of physical laws(which
means to observe physical laws), it will be physical, which indicates that the pain
could be imitated or duplicated by physical quantities; in other words, the pain
could be reproduced(although it may be have some discrepancies individually, it do
not prevent researchers from reproducing that phenomenon and its essence).
Another tendency, which is unacceptable in this paper, is to propose that we should
regard all low-level consciousnesses that do not belong to the rational, like emotion,
feeling, potential consciousness and subconsciousness, as intelligence. The
common sense in the fields of psychology and medical science is that not every
consciousness is intelligence. We can divide consciousnesses into intelligence
factors and non-intelligence factors. Emotion, feeling, potential consciousness,
subconsciousness as well as emotional quotient (EQ), etc. should belong to
non-intelligence factors. We can not deny machines爷 having intelligence just
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because we believe machines do not own those features at present or in the future.
In other words, even though machines are not able to completely conduct the
reduction of some non-intelligence factors, such as experience and feelings, their
intelligent features are still undeniable.

At the beginning of designing Turing machine, incomputable functions and
unsolvable problems had already been found. Turing made two examples of the
problem of the test of the algorithm of Diophantine equation and the problem of the
test of Godel爷s incompleteness theorems. Up to now, part of the content of Turing爷
s incomputability has been discovered. Although Turing爷s incomputability has
been proved, this paper believes that there is no certain answers for Turing爷s two
examples of questions mentioned above. Therefore, the existence of those problems
can not refute Turing爷s computability.

If we admit that intelligence is physical, not binary, we should admit that
intelligence can be made artificially or be imitated physically. That idea, after a
century爷s development, has become the idea of strong artificial intelligence. The
key point of that idea is that the essence of intelligence is a selective action, which
is mechanical, that tends to system objectives. Therefore, intelligence can be
depicted and computed by discrete functions, and the superficial features of that
computation are recursive functions, which are equal to universal recursive
functions. Up to now, the idea of strong artificial intelligence has been proved by
many experiments and there is no sufficient reasons and proofs to refute that idea.
Although Turing爷s computability has its own limits, there is no evidence can show
that human beings爷 intelligent actions surpass Turing爷s computation.
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